Used honda cb

Post Ad Log In. Price Set. Top Sites cycletrader. Offered 30 Wanted. Create Alert. Flake Sunrise
Orange. Original paint. Same owner for more than 18 years. New Sealed battery. Newer tires.
Replacement rear shocks. Original ones go with sale. New seat cover. Original tool kit. No
modifications. No leaks. Crack in left side cover. Some discoloration on top of tank near fuel
cap. Front left for Motorcycle placed in storage and license plate PE surrendered and recorded
by Marion County Treasurer December 23, Current owner purchased from Kenneth after two
years of discussion on March 20, During discussion of condition it was noted as garage kept
and low miles Starts, runs, drives, stops perfectly. No mechanical issues. Stock motor.
Professionally rebuilt and re-jetted carbs. Pod intakes. Tri-Y headers, sport exhaust. New
SunRims. No trades. Cash only. If ad is up, it s still available. Nothing wrong with your Sunday
driver being a rock solid investment. These CB's are starting to get pricey. Selling my Honda
Nighthawk with 33, miles and Vance and Hines 4 into 1 exhaust. Do not contact me unless you
are serious about buying. Cash only, thank you. There are less than 25, I have owned this bike
for over Bike is mechanically solid, runs great and has been used on long road trips from to
miles, from here to Colorado. Has a few blemishes - Small scratches on gas tank, and the
tachometer doesn t work, never Carbs recently rebuilt by Cycle Recycle brand new tires new
battery very nice looking vehicle. Needs a little wiring, oil tank and lines mounted, carbs
mounted come with bike bike has not been registered for many years, not in system no back
fees due asking This is a clean and fairly stock bike. Not a number matching collector but a
solid ready to ride bike. It has a second speedo and tach but miles are around 35k. It had been
rebuilt by previous owner. Pipes are Mac headers. Tires are low mileage. Make an offer. Super
low VIN 22k miles 1 owner. Paint, seat and exhaust all original. Sold with Bill of Sale. Serious
inquiries only please. Bike has been recently built. It is in great condition, motor has 18, miles
on it. Build has miles on it. Very nice condition '00 Nighthawk Bike has never been in accident
or dropped. Paint and trim are in great shape. No issues with the engine or any components.
Starts easily and runs extremely smooth. Bike has very low mileage tires, new battery, chain
and sprockets. Well maintained and serviced regularly. There are 18, miles on the speedo. The
valves have hydraulic lifters and are quiet Has a few blemishes - Sm Your Listing Here. Post Ad.
Make Honda. Model CB. Collectors bike. Runs great. Very clean, very strong running CB with a
ton of upgrades and custom fabrication work. Bottom line is this is a professionally built bike
with way more labor hours than the price reflects. There's a lot of "cafe racers" out there. I'd bet
the asking price that this one will smoke them all. Super solid and fast little bike. I've been test
riding this bike for 2 weeks and it's a blast. Holler with any questions, but please don't waste
our time with lowball antics. Thanks much for looking, happy hunting! The tank is a racing
fiberglass tank with brass fittings and fuel line filters. The cafe racer is equipped with custom 2
into 1 exhaust, mikuni upgraded carbs with pod filters, led lights, custom yellow headlight
regular headlight included , cafe seat pan, clubman bars with bar end mirrors, etc. Both electric
and kick start. The motorcycle comes with many spare parts as well. The only two things
needed are to retouch up the paint on the tank. It started to bubble in several areas due to me
forgetting to put adhesion promoter on when I painted it totally forgot it was fiberglass-lol. The
only other thing it could use is a carb cleaning due to sitting in my garage for the last two
months. It is stored properly and will come with a battery tender if need be. This is my baby but
due to personal situations I have to say goodbye to her. Moving and have to sell my bike. This is
a true classic and a great ride. It is ready to ride and good on gas. Gets over 40 miles to the
gallon. This bike is simple and easy to work on. One of the pipes needs to be replaced. Quick
and easy fix. Other than that this bike is in good shape. I bought it this summer to ride around
town. The gentleman I bought it from buys bikes and turns them into cafe racers as a hobby. He
told me he bought this bike with around 10, miles on it and then took the bike apart and put it
back together cleaning everything and replacing anything that needed to be replaced.
Carburetor I think was the only thing he replaced. He had the bike painted, added new seat,
mirrors, speedometer, and pipes. He drove it for a few months and put about 3, miles on it. I
bought the bike and the odometer read around I put just over miles on it over the summer. This
bike turns heads and everyone admires it as you drive by. Great classic bike. Original paint and
chrome. It has miles and comes with a clean and clear title in my name. The bike is overall
pretty clean but does have some pitting in the chrome and spots of surface rust here and there.
It runs, but does not run well. It will need the carbs gone through and synced to get it running
better. It does not smoke at all. All of the electrics work as they should. It shifts up and down
through the gears flawlessly and both the front and back brakes work, the front brake was
rebuilt. It has a brand new battery and brand new tires front and rear. It comes with the original
bars and the owners manual. The gas tank was lined with red kote. This is a very nice project
that can be back on the road with very minimal effort. While I have described the bike to the best
of my abilities, I am not a professional mechanic. Therefore, this listing is subject to inadvertent

errors and omissions. I welcome and encourage all prospective buyers to come and check out
the bike in person and inspect it prior to bidding. Please look closely at all the pictures on a
desktop computer to best see the condition. The bike is being sold 'as is' with no warranty or
guarantees. By bidding on the bike, you agree that this motorcycle does not come with any
warranties, either expressed or implied. The buyer is offered the opportunity to examine the
motorcycle in person or by representative if they choose, to ascertain if the condition of said
motorcycle meets the buyer's standards. The buyer releases the seller from any liability with
regards to this motorcycle and accepts it in "as is" condition, including the possible existence
of unknown latent defects. The bike can be shipped world wide at the expense of the buyer. All
shipping arrangements are to be made by the buyer after full payment is received and cleared
into my account. Full payment is due within 5 days. Please ask questions, if you have any,
before bidding. Thanks for looking! This Honda CBF currently has miles. I purchased this
motorcycle on Ebay and picked it up in Kansas. The Kansas title is clear. It starts easily. The
electric start always spins but sometimes does not engage which leads me to believe the
springs in the starter clutch need to be replaced. I have been using the kick start with no
problem. It pulls fine until you get to about 45 mph and then feels weak. I have not got it to go
over I'm assuming the carbs need to be rebuilt or at least tuned. The rear tire looks newish but
the front tire will need to be replaced. Brakes are good has a front disk brake. All the lights
work. This is a solid bike with low mileage. I could offer delivery for 80 cents per mile within a
mile radius from San Antonio. Feel free to ask me any questions about the bike. I will add a
video of the bike running tomorrow. Nice quality custom paint, newer tires. Odometer shows
miles. Carburetors were recently removed to be rebuilt, but the bike ran before the carbs were
removed. Carbs are in nice condition but still need rebuilt. Chrome is presentable, not perfect
but definitely presentable. Seat is in good shape. Exhaust is intact with no holes. Front brakes
will need work. Headlight is missing because the bike had a Vetter fairing on it, I could include
the fairing if you want it, and it has been painted to match. I also have a nice set of Bates style
hard saddlebags that are painted to match that could be included at an extra cost. Two of the
carb boots are missing and the seat pins are missing. Overall a very nice CBF, not a perfect
bike, but definitely a looker. I would be happy to make a package deal on both bikes. This bike is
local pick up only in Springfield, Illinois. Any and all shipping arrangements are the buyer's
responsibility, I will do whatever I can to accommodate shipping, I know a few bike shippers
that I can recommend. I would prefer the bike be picked up within 3 weeks of auction end. All
funds must clear before the bike is released. The bike drives excellent. Zero rust, always garage
kept. The pictures tell the story. The mufflers are the finest available, they fit perfectly and work
with the factory jetting and sound original. The seat cover is the original with factory grab strap.
The rear chrome grab bar is installed and in excellent condition. The turn signal lights are
correct. The original F tool box made of plastic, very rare , tool pouch, tools and original Owners
manual see pictures are included. The paint is original and in very nice condition, with a few
very minor marks. There is a brand new AGM Amp hour sealed battery installed. Bike shifts in to
all gears perfectly. A pleasure to ride AND look at. People stop, look and compliment all the
time. To insure the carburetor condition, were just removed and cleaned. This is not a modified
or touched up parts bike, it is as it came from Honda. Very rare in this condition. I have owned
several of these bikes and this is the best I have ever seen. Pick up must be within 7 days or
arrangements must be made. Price is for local pick up, the buyer is responsible for any shipping
cost. I will work with your shipping company if needed. Or find you a reputable shipper. Feel
free to come see, hear, ride the bike, or have a mechanic check it out. I encourage it. Foreign
buyers welcome, will assist with shipping anywhere. Remember, although this is an extremely
well preserved, original bike, this is 42 years old. This is not a new bike. But you will not be
disappointed. Bike is listed locally, I reserve the right to end this auction at anytime. This
motorcycle is sold as is where is why no implied warranty. Thank you for looking. Up for your
consideration is a Honda CB is amazing original condition. See the pictures! Mechanically in
great shape and the bright work is beautiful! It is original, bought from the second owner!
Absolutely impressive looking and in great mechanical condition. Road ready now; it needs to
be driven! If you are looking for a great summer driver in great condition, you found it! It is the
buyers responsibility for all taxes, registration and transportation costs. I will help with the
pickup and coordination on my end. I prefer the motorcycle be picked up on weekends or early
evening with advance notice. I do recommend Uship for transportation. I have used them with
prior transactions and they are great to deal with! Payment in full is due 7 days after auctions
end. Payment in cash or certified bank funds. Please note bike, title and keys will not be
released until all the funds clear. No Exceptions. Please feel free to contact me with any
additional questions. I reserve the right to end this listing early as the bike is for sale locally. If
you place a bid with a feedback of less than 10 - you are to contact me immediately so that we

are fair to other bidders. Winning bidder must contact me within 24 hours after auction's end or
I will cancel the transaction and re-list the motorcycle. A great motorcycle - The winning bidder
will be extremely happy! Feel free to ask questions - Happy to be of service! It is a beautiful bike
that receives comments wherever it goes. We hate to let it go, but future projects require
funding! With the new speedometer, there are miles on the bike. There were 12, when it was
purchased. The bike runs well, stops well, and rides well. A video can be viewed here: video.
Local pickup is preferred. Buyer will be responsible for arranging shipping, if shipping is
necessary. We are happy to assist with loading, etc. Please do not contact us for a shipping
quote, as we are not responsible for shipping. Any questions about the bike or build, send me a
message. We'll accept cash or bank check as payment. Paypal for entire payment will be
accepted as long as the buyer pays the fees. The bike has a clear title and is currently
registered in Tennessee. This has sat for many years in the garage and i'll never get to it. I
pulled her out and washed it off. Changed the oil, put in a new battery and gas back in it and it
fires right up. It will need to be gone over before riding from sitting so long. Your not driving it
home. Original bat wing and bags from back in the day. This will make someone very happy if
you want one to restore or ride it like it is. This is a resto, parts or project bike. The gas tank will
need to be repaired or sealed but holds gas. I will try to answer any questions the best I can. No
paypal. No wire transfers. Shipping is buyers responsibility but I can help load it. You must
contact me within 48 hours of auction end. I will gladly try to answer any questions just ask. Full
payment is do within 7 days after the auction has ended. Please look at all of the pictures and
ask all questions before bidding. Lawrenceville, GA. Huntington Beach, CA. Greenwood, IN.
Cripple Creek, CO. Eau Gallie, FL. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Cb Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Joseph, Minnesota. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda.
Model CB. I think most were rusted by She draws a crowd at the gass station. The best thing is
that there are lots of NOS Honda parts 4 this bike a low cost if you would need any. Up for sale
is a Honda CBS. This motorcycle is in excellent condition and needs nothing. I installed a new
battery this Spring and have been riding as much as possible this season. Unfortunately, that
hasn't been as often as I would like and as a result, this motorcycle is going on the market. It
runs just as you would hope it would and it is great for running around town. The motorcycle is
titled in my name and comes with the owner's manual, service book, and 3 keys. This
motorcycle is for sale as is without any sort of warranty. No refunds or returns are available.
Please watch the video above and ask questions if there is anything you would like to know
about which hasn't already been covered. I will work with the shipping company of your choice I
have had success with UShip but once the motorcycle leaves my possession, it is entirely your
responsibility. Local pickup is available as well. The title will be sent through the mail only after
payment has cleared and will require signature confirmation upon arrival. Honda CBS 40 years
old start and run. Need the carburator adjustment to be running perfect. Tittled in NC. Second
owner. Only miles, One hundred and sixteen miles. Please ask me any Question. Local pick up
or buyer is resposible for shipping. See pictures for condtion. Model Cb. Still has the dealer
stickers on it. Comes with another CB F needs work, but will run. Great running easy to start
little single cylinder thumper. The motorcycle started out as a stock CB S, this is what's been
done. New steering head races and bearings. New fork seals Custom fit a Honda Rebel front
fork assembly the forks were shortened 3 inches the bike needed a disk brake much better than
original drum brake. The front wheel is also off the same Honda Rebel. A new 18" rim was laced
to the original rear brake drum old rims were not worth saving Fuel tank cap was recessed into
tank removed that ugly fuel cap lid All stock electronic relocated under the seatCustom
aluminum seat pan with custom seat padRear set brake and shift controls Custom speedo and
ignition bracket Hagon rear shocksPowder coated frameStainless brake line Issues:Small paint
defect on the tank by dime in picture Bike with sold bill of sale only no title checked with North
Carolina DMV and motorcycle is eligible for a bonded title. Check with your state before bidding.
Motorcycle will ship after payment clears my bank. I will work with your shipper and help where
I can. Bike is sold as where is with no warranty expressed or implied. I have a Honda CB for
sale. Very nice example of an original clean bike. The bike starts up and runs and rides good.
Everything works, lights, horn, etc, has new tires on it. Nice solid honda with only miles on it.
Clear Indiana title in hand. Please let me know what questions you have and feel free to call
Very clean low mileage vintage Honda. Tax and title fees will be collected and title applied for by
Johnsons Cycle Shop for Wisconsin buyers. Email or call with any questions or for more
picturesthanks for looking. Model CB S. Slightly custom Honda cbs with only original miles on
it. Bought it off a guy who had it in a shed since I put a new gas tank on it and a new carborator.
I also put new handlebars on it and a side mirror. I have made slight upgrades to the electrical
system to make it reliable and I have put in a new battery. All the original parts come with the

bike and a new seat that I have coming in that will be more of a cafe style seat. My number is
text or call. Model Shadow VT User friendly. Well maintained. Custom exhaust, after market
chrome add ons throughout. New rear tire, saddle bags, tank bra and more. Call for additional
details. Model Cb S. All original parts except tires as far as I know, have title, parked in garage
always. I have one blue plastic side panel but it is broken, the other one is missing. No title bill
of sale only. This is a good complete project bike that has not has not been ridden or started in
many years. It was always stored indoors. The engine kicks over with good compression and
shifts thru all gears. Original bike with stock exhaust. Ready to refresh, restore, cafe, etc. See
pics and feel free to message with any questions or to see the bike in person. Sold as is no
warranty. Full payment due within 7 days. Buyer is responsible for all shipping arrangements, I
can coordinate with shipper of your choice and hold the bike safe until shipping can be
arranged. International buyers welcome. Model CB Still in beautiful condition considering it's
age I've been using it all summer, but the stator and voltage regulator just went up - and will
need to be replace in order for this to start. Luckily, they are easily found online. The battery is
new, but given that it's been so thoroughly drained - you may need a new battery as well.
Otherwise, the right turn signals aren't working - I'm assuming it's an electrical issue Make me
an offer, let's have a conversation. Burnet, TX. Fairbury, IL. Winter Springs, FL. Greenwood, IN.
Rock Springs, WY. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Cb
Honda. Paul, Minnesota. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Cb.
Category - Engine 1, cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. George,
Utah. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda. Model CB. OEM Stock seat
perfect Brand new front brakes. Get on and ride this classic. Clean Ohio title. I have them listed
on craigslist in Los Angeles and San Francisco bay area. A cool little cafe racer, tarozzi rear
sets, professional paint, dialed in brand new 2 into 1 exhaust, clubmans, recently tuned, electric
and kick start. Custom seat using original seat pan so you can still hang your helmet and have a
place for your tools. Kick and electric start. New electronic ignition, fresh tune up and runs tip
top. Ride it like it is, or put your own personality into it. Only 24, miles. Email is best, clean title
in hand. Benji's gas tank with dual fuel taps. Fiberglass rear tail section with removable cover.
Brand-new AGM battery relocated to under the seat hump, up jetted and running Uni filters.
Great tires, Runs like it should. Not pretty, or quiet, but a damned reliable motorcycle. Custom
seat is excellent for getting down low on the gas tank without sliding off the back, it's an
aftermarket foam and cover on the original factory seat pan, so it's a snap if you want to go
back to stock. Yoshimura four into one exhaust, brand-new battery, SunPro voltage meter,
crank case oil pressure gauge. Original handlebars have been replaced with VFR interceptor
clip ons. Factory paint, not a respray. Tires and tubes are new, everything works as it should.
Custom upholstered Lowered seat on factory seat pan. Obviously it works great it brought us all
the way out from Cleveland Ohio twice. As of two in the morning today it is missing a right
fender. This is a result of a very ambitious BMW driver absolutely, positively had to get off at the
next exit by passing me on the right. He didn't hang around long enough to exchange insurance
information. Make me an offer on the trailer, I'll probably say yes. It's 14 feet long and 7 feet
wide, it has two axles, and electric brakes. All of the lights on the back work correctly. I am
currently set up at a Motel 6 in Carson, outside of LA. I will be here for two days then heading up
to Santa Cruz for a few days, then San Francisco. Contact me for more photos or more detailed
information about these motorcycles. Model Nighthawk. Do not confuse this Black Bomber with
some of the others for sale on eBay. A LOT of time and money has gone into making this what it
is today. It was torn down to the frame and almost everything has been powdercoated,
re-chromed or polished. Bike runs fantastically well and literally everything works as it should.
The starter button actually works and the bike fires up on the first hit. Even the horn works! I
have done a few things to the bike that are not stock, but easily reversible. I replaced the stock
rear shocks with Progressive ones from Dime City because of the huge improvement in ride
quality. I still have the original rear shocks that will be included in the auction. The handlebars
were swapped out for moto gp bars. When I purchased the bike it had a non-original handlebar
that was bent, so I replaced it with the existing bar that rides really nicely. If you are one of
those guys that has to have an absolutely original bike, just swap a few parts back on and you
are good to go. Most of these parts will be included with the bike. The original front fender and
factory chain guard freshly blasted and powdercoated are all original to the bike and included in
this sale. Easily installed if so desired. Also included in the auction is a spare, factory top end. I
had intended on swapping out the cylinder head jug because there it has a fin that has been
broken off. Fuel tank was soaked, cleaned and powdercoated a flat black but could easily be
repainted to original gloss factory color. There are a few very small dimples in the tank that
could be repaired if the next owner felt it necessary. Handlebar controls are all factory specs

and were found NOS for this restoration. Recent spring tune-up a few weeks ago: Carburetors
cleaned, rebuilt, tuned and installed. Pulled head side covers, re-timed cams, set valve
clearances, adjust valves New rectifier and charging system check. It charges at 13v! Front
forks rebuilt with new seals and fresh oil. New clutch, throttle and brake cables. Basically new
rubber and gaskets everywhere. Everything is documented and all receipts will be included in
the sale of the bike. The wheels were disassembled and all original parts were used for a full
wheel restoration. The rims and nipples were sent out of state to re-chrome. I could have
purchased aftermarket rims for much less but as you can see, these original wheels are
absolutely stunning. All wiring and electrical has been gone through and made correct. No hack
wiring on this bike. Its all factory and functioning perfectly. All lights and indicators function as
they should. This bike rides like a dream for a 49 year old bike. Push button starter works fires
right up, every time. I have been told that this bike was most likely a European spec model that
was imported to the US. The rear fender has a round reflector built in see pics and to this day, I
have never seen another one like it. Same with the side covers. These side covers came
originally chromed. The side covers and rear fender are different than any I have seen in all of
my research. New rubber everywhere. Very expensive build and a great daily ride. I have several
boxes of spare parts that I have accumulated for this bike. Everything will be included in the
sale. Please ask me questions and I will gladly answer to the best of my knowledge. I am an
honest seller and will provide any info that is requested. Model CB Bike has 20, original miles
and runs and rides great. We got the bike and put 2 new tires with tubes, tuned the bike with
plugs, points, and adjusted the valves. Added a seat cover, did the front fork seals and started
riding the bike! Very nice looking and riding time capsule! Triple Triumph was born through
passionate bikers who sought to bring the customer service every true biker could and should
have by those who share a love for motorcycles. Join the Triple family and help us to expand
our excellence in customer service around the world. We await your visit For rider training
information or to locate a rider-training course near you, call the Motorcycle Safety Foundation
at Model CB Believe it is actually called a CB Sport - sat in garage for 28 years, last ran in 89 and
ran fine then. Possibly project bike or parts bike - I know nothing about bikes, photos are what
you see. Bought new in by my father. Does NOT run More photos available upon request. Great
vintage bike from Honda's classic years. This bike has many models copying it today. The bike
needs the carbs cleaned but otherwise previously ran well. A perfect simple mechanical bike for
someone who enjoys working on their own or restoring a classic design. Offering for sale my
beautiful, unrestored, original, low-mileage, Honda CBK2. The '69s were perhaps the lowest
production year of all the Honda models as they were focused on the roll-out of their
groundbreaking Fours so finding a bike like this is difficult. Shown in factory OEM Candytone
Red livery, this bike will ship with a second set of bodywork, tank and sidecovers in the other
color offered that year, Candy Blue Green. The bike does everything it was designed to do;
starts easily, idles properly and pulls strong through all 5 gears. All electrical systems function
properly. Included will be a complete factory toolkit, owner's manual, original sales receipt and
of course a clean, clear Title. Please contact me for additional information or more pictures. The
bike is in excellent condition. Cash only. I'll throw in a helmet and gloves. Need it gone so make
me an offer. Model Cbr RR. Model PCX Have it all! Some things in life are all about practicality.
Some things are affordable. And some things are just plain fun. But it's the rarest of the rare to
find something that's all of the above. Unless, of course, you're talking about a Honda PCX We
all need a way to get around, so let's start with the practical part. First, as you'd expect, the PCX
offers some awesome fuel efficiency. How awesome? An estimated fuel economy of miles per
gallon! Next, it's loaded with smart features like integrated, lockable underseat storage for all
your stuff. Its effortless Honda automatic transmission means no shifting ever, not even into
park or neutral. It's freeway legal, and offers Honda's unmatched reputation for engineering
quality. Now, how about the fun part? Riding the PCX is a blast! The crisp bodywork looks
great, and there's plenty of room to share the fun with a lucky passenger. So check out a Honda
PCX, and turn just getting around into the best part of your day. Model Cbr R. I am only the
second owner. I purchase the bike with only miles on it and it currently has I have never
dropped the bike but the previous owner had, leaving a few small scratches. Runs great. Oil and
filter were just replaced again and the chain has always been lubricated every Miles. I love the
bike but I need to get rid of it before I go to school here in the fall. Great starter or commuter
bike. Lots of fun! Will negotiate. Can also throw in two large helmets and a medium riding
jacket. Text me at Needs to go fast. Thousand Oaks, CA. Coconut Creek, FL. Fairbury, IL.
Memphis, TN. Cripple Creek, CO. Lebanon, OH. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Cb Year Make Honda Model Nighthawk. Category Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc
Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No

Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Chain Belt 3. Twin, Four-stroke 98 Electric Google
Ads. Honda Cb For Sale results. Refine search. New battery this year Fresh oil change this year
and ever year I've had it New tires as of last year Seat has a new cover not new padding though
Okay, now that I've talked about the good, here's what still needs attention: The speedometer
does not work. Rebuilt carbs Replaced any cracked cables and rubber Replaced mirrors one
was missing so I had to Replaced chain Had tank professionally cleaned not lined! Decatur, AL
2 years ebay. Dime City Cycles Black Cafe seat Brand new Shinko tires and tubes No front or
rear fenders Bike does need some additional work to become road ready. Electronic ignition
needs timed with a lig. Here is a barn find vintage Honda CB twin cylinder motorcycle Miles.
Honda Cb It has a custom-built hardtail frame and the fork is a Honda Goldwing setup with a
filled lower tree and custom upper tree made from another flipped lower tree with aluminum
risers and 16" ape hanger handlebars. We have sold over custom build cafe racers on ebay so
bid with confidence! We can ship anywhere in the 48 states. Inside of the gas tank no rust see
pictures. Engine CBE Has new tires, battery, petcock, foot peg rubbers and handle bar
bushings. Gas tank was cleaned and sealed. Exhaust also shows signs of rust. Frame does
have surface rust in areas as well. Tank does show signs of wear and usage. The tank has a
couple little dings and scratches but overall looks good. The headlight ears and headlight
bucket are in nice condition, the headlight bucket does have some fading. The original paint is
in good condition. All the fluids were changed at 1, miles and 2, miles. I can deliver the bike
within miles of ZIP The tank is clean and is keep full with non-ethanol gas and stable. I put about
50 miles a year on it to keep it fresh. This CBA Hondamatic has miles on it. It now has a new
battery and recent oil change Miles. Inside of the gas tank has some rust see pictures. Gas tank
has a ding on the left side. Rear brake works fine, Front does not, rolls fine. Running and
Ridable. Chandler, AZ 2 years ebay. It has a good clean wiring harness, all electric components
work, key and ignition switch in good condition work properly, Kick and Electric starter function
properly, Headlight, Signals, Horn, Front and Rear Brake Lights, Neutral Light and all Tach and
Speedo Lights are all in working order. Beautiful Honda CB Details Engine Fully serviced: oil
slinger cleaned, new spark plugs,. We started with a newly coated frame, an unpainted tank in
good condition, an engine and very incomplete box of parts, most of which we swapped out for
better quality parts. Replaced engine crank casing and engine crankcase covers. The original
seat is not hard, and still sports its factory seat cover, there is an aprox 1" tear on the very front
of the seat, on the left hand front, the Honda logo is still visible on the rear of the seat, the
stainless trim is intact and nice. The exhaust system shows well, the left side is excellent, the
right side does ha. Beautiful Honda CB Restomod. Marienthal, KS 3 years ebay. Running video
below. Springfield, MA 3 years ebay. New fork oil, rear shocks, ignition switch, big aggressive
tires, rear brake switch and rear light with custom chopped rear fender. New tires and tubes.
Timing and valves were adjusted, points set and fresh oil change. Gas tank recently cleaned out
along with carb cleaning. Tires have dry rot from sitting, but hold air. Gas tank is clean inside.
Note dented gas tank and pillar. Seat looks like a cat was scratching it. Honda CB Running bike,
ready to ride,fresh nrw battery. Hello Selling a Honda CB gas tank clean inside engine turns
good compression still.. Clean title ready to be transferred to its new owner! Tank was painte.
What makes the special is the fact these are 6 speeds and the 's are only 5 speed. Site map
Contact Us Privacy Policy. Refine your search. Chain 20 Belt 2. Twin, Four-stroke 42 Electric 4.
Google Ads. Honda Cb For Sale 54 results. Refine search. Carbs cleaned, rebuilt and synched,
brake caliper and master cylinder rebuilt, new battery last fallOther NOS and OEM Honda parts
too numerous to mentionAll lights and electrics work properlyAll other maintenance items are
doneStarts and rides like Honda Cb The motor had miles and has a complete new top end with.
Tank, side covers, fenders and bucket painted with GM Bahama Blue which closely matches the
original color but with a deeper luster. New master cylinder for front brake, fork oil, rear shocks,
ignition switch, big aggressive tires, rear brake switch and rear light with custom chopped rear
fender. Tucson, AZ 3 years ebay. A few dings in tank and a dent in the Honda Logo on the right
side of the gas tank see photo. I also have the original owners manual and tool kit, in new
condition.. Similar motorcycles: Honda Cb In Tennessee. Engine is original engine with low
miles on it and strong compression. All rewired under the seat. Custom made leather seat. Bike
has new 16'' rims front and back with new tires and re-spoked rims. For sale locally in chicago
as well. Pick up or delivery available. Thanks and happy bidding. Runs and drives great. Bos
provided no title. Honda CB 6-speed transmission All tune up done starting with valve
adjustments, ignition timing, points set, carbs completely cleaned and adjusted. Frame in
excellent condition with original. Bike is in great shape! I also have the pink slip for it.
Registration is current. The bike has been mainly rebuilt. New tires, shocks, tank, electric start,
grips, etc with vintage frame, engine, tranny, etc. Top local mechanics that did the carb
adjustments and maintenance think the odometer milage is very close to accurate. For the

sharp-eyed: not original handlebars, mirrors, or indicator lights. Tires still have life but would
change within miles.. The electric start button does not work I assume because of a wire short,
that being said the key ignition works and it kicks over second try cold. Clean title, ride it home,
needs nothing. Have video of it running and riding. Can send upon request. Will assist in
shipping. This is listed locally and will take down this listing if sold. Up for sale is my Honda CB
The bike is solid and ready to ride, but could use a few minor adjustments to make it reliable
and road worthy. Everything has been stripped down no speedo, tach, turns, etc. Inspection is
good until mid The title is clear and in my name. Also, the motor hangs after giving it throttle
before returning to idle. I believe the carbs need to be re-synced and the timing checked. From
the original hand grips to control levers, seat, tank, And many more. Every custom touch from
the one-off exhaust to headers and many cosmetic touches. Survivor CBt cb t 5k miles nice! I
have a really nice low mileage all original survivor cbt Miles. The entire collection has been kept
in great shape in a climate controlled environment and has been taken care of professionally
over the years. That said this sale is offered as-is, where-is with no warranties, express, implied
or any other kind. Not all bikes come with titles due to their vintage nature - bill of sale will be
provided when the titles are not available. Currently has no fluids in them since they have been
winterized last year. Medford, NJ 3 years ebay. Badges and engine side covers have been
painted black with high-temp Krylon and installed with new gaskets and stainless steel
hardware. Comes with one extra engine. It has not run in about 3
1998 bmw 528i alternator
scion xb 2005
wiring diagram for rheem hot water heater
months and needs to new battery, but the carbs have been recently gone thru and has good
compression. The brakes are locked up and won't even roll, but could be broke lose or need to
be replaced. Rebuilt carbs, new tires, new battery, headlamp, gaslines, petcock etc. Included is
a blue tank. Tank damaged. Selling my Cjt. Bike has full cafe racer conversion, runs great, will
do highway speeds and get around 40mpg. Asking obo text or call with any questions. Chrome
is rough in places but it is all there. This would be a great beginner bike or easy resto. One side
cover is missing and one was repaired. Good clean SC title.. The possibilities are unlimited
Miles. Atlanta, GA 4 years showmethead. Xxxx honda cb lots of new part. Divorcing and must
sell. New cam chain tensioner, valve adjustment, oil change and filter, carb clean, air filter, full
balance and tune, new rear tire and tube front tire is in excellent condition , topped off with a full
detail. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

